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...seems to be a topic of interest
We have seen two presentations on Monday about understanding and improving the position 
response, as well as studies on the spatial resolution and its limits.

https://indico.cern.ch/event/889369/contributions/4039478/
This presentation: less focus on the resolution limits, but more on position reconstruction 
methods and how to improve the position response and its effect on the spatial resolution.

https://indico.cern.ch/event/889369/contributions/4041166/
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Modulation of the readout pattern
● Segmentation of readout 

and threshold level lead to 
information loss on 
charge distribution

● Modulation of readout 
pattern in position 
distribution, when using 
the centre-of-gravity 
(COG)/centroid method

https://indico.cern.ch/event/889369/
contributions/4039478/

● Modulation also observed 
with simulation

● Question in Geovane’s 
presentation: ‘is it really a 
problem?’ → Kind of...

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18893-5

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18893-5
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Possible solution
The information and pictures on this slide are taken from 
https://indico.cern.ch/event/889369/contributions/4039478/ 

When you have an image: flat field correction (correction matrix)
Does not change the interaction position, but the intensity → apply correction to each ‘pixel’

                                                             Correction matrix

                                                             Application of correction
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Another approach

-method: position correctionη

● Calculate

● Assuming a uniform position 
response, calculate the difference 
to the measured entries in each 
bin

● Calculate the correction 
distribution

● Correction has to be applied to 
each cluster and must be 
performed for each cluster size 
(run 2x over your data)

See e.g. the PhD theses from Marco Villa (https://nbn-resolving.org/urn:nbn:de:hbz:5n-35522) and
Jona Bortfeldt (https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18893-5) for more details on this method.

Example for 
3 strips

Uniform response, as 
it would be expected 
from the experiment

https://nbn-resolving.org/urn:nbn:de:hbz:5n-35522
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-18893-5
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And yet another approach
Deal differently with the threshold level

● Bias-method introduced by Georges Charpak

– https://doi.org/10.1016/0029-554X(78)91028-5

– https://doi.org/10.1016/0029-554X(79)90227-1

● Subtract bias level from charge to give less weight to signal 
just above threshold

● Bias level not very straight forward to calculate… But giving 
more weight to channels, where we have more information 
about the charge is easy:

● Why not just square the charge (for example)!

https://doi.org/10.1016/0029-554X(78)91028-5
https://doi.org/10.1016/0029-554X(79)90227-1
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Experimental Set-Up

● Triple-GEM detector

– 10 x 10 cm²

– 3 mm drift, 2 mm transfer and induction

– x-y-strip readout (400 µm pitch) with 256 + 256 
channels

– Ar/CO2 (70/30%) at ambient pressure and temperature)

● Read out with VMM3a/SRS

● Many different features that are interesting for various 
applications. For imaging and resolution studies:

– High rate capability (up to ~4 MHz per channel)

– Neighbouring-logic
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Neighbouring-Logic
● The ‘neighbouring-logic’ (NL) is an integrated hardware 

feature of the VMM3a

● How does it work?

           NL off                           NL enabled

● Signal above THL triggers readout on the adjacent 
channel, even when it is below THL

● Access to more charge information means better 
position reconstruction capabilities

→ Further assistance in the position reconstruction

Now, we have a much more 
uniform response, even with COG

Can we quantify the improvement in the position reconstruction? Do we get a better spatial resolution?
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Modulation Transfer Function (MTF)
Start with phantom Uniformly irradiate your detector

Generate transmission profile by projecting 
the intensities along one axis

Calculate the contrast for 
each spatial frequency

Plot it and get the spatial 
resolution characterisation 
of your detector 

Get a value for the spatial 
resolution.
Finish.
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MTF results
Zoom into the transmission profile Comparison of all MTF plots

@ 2.5 LP/mm, we see 4 peaks (COG) 
instead of 3 (we have 3 slits, so we 
expect 3 peaks)

Consequence of the readout 
modulation. The same effect over-
enhances the contrast calculation!

Unfortunately not reflected in the error 
bars, because method is based 
completely on counting…

System response (when position 
response is uniform) and spatial 
resolution for all other methods is 
similar: r ~ 400 µm
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Edge Spread Function (ESF)
Start with transition  between low and high 
intensity region, so sharp edge object, for 
example a region from the phantom

Project the data 
along one axis

Fit something like this, based on the error function.
σ will give you access to the resolution value.
Finish.
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ESF results

Calculated the ESF in 3 different 
regions: A, B and C

Modulation effect still observed (here for region C).

Results for the integrated resolutions

Within the error bars, the results are compatible…
→ perform further tests
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ESF scan results (1)
Previously: integrated resolution. But we have seen that the readout modulation has significant 
impact on the position reconstruction. So, how is the situation locally? 
→ scan over the the selected regions (example here: region B)
→ image below is rotated by 90°

Mean position µ from the ESF fit depending on the scan/slice position

Spatial resolution σ from the ESF depending on the scan/slice position
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ESF scan results (2)
From previous slide: mean position does not change 
much, but fluctuations of resolution get reduced with 
Q² + NL over other methods. Can we express this more 
quantitatively?

Standard deviation of the
spatial resolution

Average
spatial resolution

Standard deviation of the
central ESF position x0

● Average spatial resolution does 
not change much

● Treat the reduction of the 
resolution fluctuations with care!

● ESF is in fact not applicable for 
the COG data, because of the 
readout modulation

● Q² is consistent with COG+NL that 
provides more information

ESF for one slice, COG ESF for the same slice, COG + NL
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Calculations on Q²
Lets understand Q² a bit more with some very simple calculations:
● 1D strip readout (400 µm pitch, as in our detector)
● Geometrical charge collection (240 µm wide strips, as we have a 60/40% charge sharing in our 

detector)
● Charge per strip given by

● Total charge of 1 charge unit (c.u.)
● Adjust the width σx of the charge cloud and the threshold level
● THL given as fraction of total charge

σx = 320 µm
THL = 0.05 c.u. = 5 %

σx = 320 µm
Do this for various 
thresholds and calculate 
the average displacement 
(absolute value!)
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Further calculation studies on Q²

Q²

COG

Without NL NL enabled

Calculations are an easy method to get a feeling, under which conditions (THL and charge cloud width 
→ electrode size, environment, gas choice) Q² is better than Q and when you start to over-correct.
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Q² + NL

COG + NL

100 µm

100 µm

150 µm

150 µm

250 µm

250 µm

Further calculation studies on Q²
Understand, why (sometimes) the residuals barely change with increasing threshold
→ check the cluster size distributions

Average cluster size is not small (~4 strips), but a lot of charge is located in one channel (because of the 
small charge cloud width). So the COG forces the position to be around this strip, which is even stronger 
with Q². This is then exactly the point when we are ‘over-correcting’! → A lot of ‘correct charge 
information’ is available, but mainly ‘stored’ in only one strip. The Q² overweights the channel that we 
consider the best, because it has the highest charge information
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What about MIPs?

COG
Q²

● We stablished that Q² better than COG for typical X-ray charge cloud widths
● With NL enabled it gets further improved
● At small charge cloud widths we start to over-correct

● In reality this means → dependence on particle type, threshold, diffusion, strip pitch, GEM hole pitch 
(when you are using GEMs), etc.

● But how is the situation for a COMPASS-like triple-GEM detector, using MIPs (pions)
→ Big thanks to Jona Bortfeldt for performing this test!
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Conclusion

● Modulation of readout pattern in position reconstruction

● Tested COG with squared charged as new approach to reduce modulation effect

● Spatial resolution improves only slightly, but nonetheless it shows that the charge information is 
handled correctly, because the resolution does not become worse.

● Position response in our set-up (X-rays, charge clouds widths of ~300 µm, 400 µm pitch readout 
anode) gets significantly improved!

● Calculations show that in most cases Q² is better than COG

● Q² works with X-rays and MIPs and makes the position response better!
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for your Attention
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